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The German debate over the intake of Uyghur Guantanamo inmates: 

a research note 
 

 
Given the recent increase of scholarly interest in the Uyghur diaspora’s 

international activism, this research note presents the development of the 
Uyghur issue in Germany. Although the Uyghur issue has gradually received 

attention in German legislative debate, this was not primarily achieved 

through diasporic efforts; rather, the willingness of sympathetic German 
parliamentarians to offer Uyghur activists the opportunities and venues to 

operate played a determining role. However, party politics and reservations 

from the executive branch have prevented Berlin from accepting Uyghur 
Guantanamo inmates.  
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The German debate over the intake of Uyghur Guantanamo inmates: 

a research note 
 

Introduction 

Given the recent increase of scholarly interest in the internationalization of the 

Uyghur issue and the Uyghur diaspora’s international activism, the Uyghur diaspora’s 

actual impact and success in the international arena needs to be addressed.1 Germany 

is the ideal site to examine such developments, since it is here that the largest Uyghur 

community in Europe makes its home; there are an estimated 500 to 600 Uyghurs in 

Munich, with an approximate total of 700 Uyghurs nationally. Moreover, the World 

Uyghur Congress (WUC), a well-known Uyghur umbrella organization, is 

headquartered in Munich.2  

Founded in 2004, the WUC aims to promote the Uyghurs’ right to 

self-determination. The organization specifically targets Western audiences, which are 

supposedly more sympathetic to the human rights cause and are more willing to help 

generate leverage against the Chinese government.3  

Member organizations include the Uyghur American Association (UAA), the 

Australian Uyghur Association, and the Japan Uyghur Association in the United 

States (U.S.), Australia and Japan, respectively. In total, the WUC has 26 member 

organizations; it does not accept individuals as members. The leaders of these 26 

member organizations simultaneously serve different positions with different duties in 

the WUC. For instance, the WUC spokesperson Alim Seytoff is also the head of the 

Washington-based UAA. The international structure and operation of the WUC make 

it a kind of international nongovernmental organization (INGO). 4  Despite its 

international identity, it is also based in Germany, and it is intriguing to know whether 

and how German society has followed the Uyghur issue. I will use the example of the 

German debate over the intake of Uyghur Guantanamo inmates to gauge the impact of 

Uyghur activists in the local community. 

The Guantanamo debate arose in 2006, when the Bush administration asked 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel to take in Uyghur inmates who were being held at 

the Guantanamo prison camp. 5  Since Barack Obama came into office, he has 

promised to close this prison, and the American federal courts have ruled that the 22 

Uyghur detainees pose no threat to the U.S. The task for Washington, then, is to 

deport them to countries willing to offer asylum, which is no easy task. 

The Chinese government has insisted that Uyghur detainees are terrorists linked to 

separatist acts in Xinjiang, and that they should be sent back to China to face trial.6 

                                                
1  Shichor, Ethno-Diplomacy: The Uyghur Hitch in Sino-Turkish Relations; Finley, ‘Chinese 

Oppression in Xinjiang, Middle Eastern Conflicts and Global Islamic Solidarities among the Uyghurs’; 

Clarke, ‘China, Xinjiang and the Internationalization of the Uyghur Issue’; Chen, ‘Who Made Uyghurs 

Visible in the International Arena? A Hyperlink Analysis’; Chen, ‘Transporting Conflicts via 

Migratory Routes: A Social Network Analysis of the Uyghur International Mobilization’. 
2 This number has been reported in parliamentary documents of the Bavarian State Parliament 

(Bayerischer Landtag) several times. See Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, Entscheiderbrief, 
9/2009, No. 16.  
3 Interview with Secretary General of the World Uyghur Congress, Dolkun Isa, on March 9, 2010. 
4 Interview with the vice president of the World Uyghur Congress, Omer Kanat, on March 12, 2011.  
5 Reuters, ‘US Pressures Merkel to Accept Guantanamo Group’; Thimm, ‘Gefangenendilemma – Zur 

amerikanischen Diskussion um die Aufnahme von Häftlingen aus Guantánamo’. 
6 There has been no evidence that Uyghurs in Germany are related to any extremist or separatist 

activities in Xinjiang, China. See Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, Entscheiderbrief, 9/2009, 
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China has also warned that any country giving political sanctuary to Uyghur inmates 

would be viewed as sheltering terrorists.7 Therefore, how the Obama administration 

tackles the Uyghur issue could have an impact on the U.S.’s relationship with China. 

Various Western countries, such as Germany, Switzerland, Canada, and Sweden, also 

face similar dilemmas. While hailing Obama’s determination to close the camp, these 

countries worry that their acceptance of Uyghur inmates as asylum seekers could 

jeopardize their respective ties with China. 

As of mid-2011, five Uyghur inmates had been accepted into Albania, four into 

Bermuda, six into Palau, and two into Switzerland, with another five cases still 

pending.8 A comprehensive comparative analysis of all of these cases, particularly 

when all the Uyghur inmates successfully find their new host countries, will enable 

researchers to examine exactly what prompted or stymied the acceptance of Uyghur 

inmates into different countries, deepening our understanding of the exact role and 

impact of Uyghur diasporic efforts in this matter. Such a comparative analysis, 

however, is beyond the scope of this research note; I can offer only one piece of the 

picture. As a first step, I have chosen Germany, a country which did not take any 

Uyghur inmates until 2011, as a case study. Apart from the reasons specified at the 

outset as to why I chose Germany in particular, I hope that the German experience can 

help shed light on the actual impact of Uyghur diasporic efforts. After all, this is a 

country that both shelters a relatively large number of Uyghurs in Europe and hosts 

the self-proclaimed Uyghur umbrella organization. Given this apparent openness, one 

would have expected Germany to be one of the countries taking in Uyghur inmates. 

As of 2011, Germany did take in two Guantanamo inmates of Arabic origin, but no 

Uyghurs. It is thus intriguing to ask why this is the case, and whether this can be 

attributed to the failure of Uyghur diasporic efforts in Germany.  

 

Legislation concerning the intake of inmates  

According to German law, there are two legal procedural paths that could be taken for 

Uyghur Guantanamo inmates to be accepted in Germany. First, the inmates could be 

treated as asylum seekers. The usual legal procedure for granting asylum would be 

conducted by the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (Bundesamt für 

Migration and Flüchtlinge, or BAMF), implementing the bills that had been adopted 

by the German Parliament (Bundestag). Second, parliamentarians could call for the 

acceptance of Uyghurs from the Guantanamo Bay prison. If enough votes were 

collected and the proposal passed,9 inmates could be received in Germany, provided 

that at least one of the sixteen German federal states agrees to accept them.  

No matter which of the two legal procedures are taken, however, there would be 

much wrangling between various interests in the legislative and executive branches. 

In the next section, I examine parliamentary actions, illustrating opportunities and 

constraints for the Uyghur motion to pass at both the federal and regional levels. In 

particular, some parliamentary actions at the federal level and the Bavarian State 

                                                                                                                                       
No. 16. 
7 Deutsche Welle, ‘China droht Schweiz wegen Aufnahme von Uiguren mit Konsequenzen’; BBC, 

‘China Attacks Guantanamo Uighurs’ Asylum in Switzerland’; Richter, ‘Berlin sträubt sich gegen 

Aufnahme der Uiguren’. 
8 Interview with Secretary General of the World Uyghur Congress, Dolkun Isa, on March 9, 2010. 
9 Proposals can be introduced by a party or a fraction, and if enough votes to pass are obtained (often 

the majority vote of 2/3 members is necessary), the proposal then goes through the Parliament and must 

be implemented. The procedure is the same at both the regional and federal levels.  
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Parliament (Bayerischer Landtag) are found, which is of course not surprising, since 

Bavaria is home to most Uyghurs living in Germany.   

 

Parliamentary actions 

When it comes to attitudes towards China, German politicians and businessmen’s key 

interests are in trade and economics, not the often rhetorically raised issues of human 

rights and minority rights.10 Uyghur activists cannot put any issue on the agenda in 

legislative debates without the sponsorship of sympathetic legislators. In Bavaria, 

parliamentary proposals in support of the Uyghurs are mostly initiated by 

parliamentarians from the Green party (Bündnis 90/Die Grünen) and the center-leftist 

Social Democrats (Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands, SPD).11 The Green 

party is known to advocate multiculturalism and has openly demonstrated its 

aspiration to support neglected minorities around the world, such as the Uyghur in 

China and the Roma in Europe.12 Alone or together with the SPD, they have 

submitted very direct proposals, explicitly calling for the welcome of Uyghur inmates. 

Margarete Bause is a staunch proponent of the Green party and has initiated 

parliamentary support for the Uyghur cause. She has explained that this is due to an 

incident where she discovered that her office had been checked by Chinese 

governmental agents. Consultation with other parliamentary members revealed that a 

number of other parliamentarians were also monitored by Chinese authorities. In her 

own case, Bause noted that the Chinese representative had known when she had 

received an invitation from the Uyghurs to attend an event in Germany. This incident 

triggered her to probe the Uyghur case and establish contacts with the Uyghur 

diaspora in Germany.13 Arguably, it is the sponsorship of this politician that has 

opened the door for the Uyghur diaspora. Bause and Uyghur activists further foster 

cooperative relationships to make the Uyghur issue more visible in parliamentary 

discussions.  

The Green party maintains the same supportive position at the federal level. 

Legislative discussions occurring at both the federal and regional levels reveal some 

“issue linkages” made by parliamentarians and factions in political parties. Issues 

involving “bodily harm to vulnerable individuals” resonate with the basic ideas of 

“human dignity” common to most cultures, thus making them more likely to win 

support during campaigns.14 Gross breaches of human rights, for instance, run afoul 

of the diverse conceptions of human dignity. For instance, at the federal level, 

parliamentarians have tried to link the Chinese human rights records to the ongoing 

oppression of minorities, such as the Uyghurs and the Tibetans within China. While 

the Green party is often the leader in creating these linkages, other parties have also 

incorporated these ideas into their discourses. These issue linkages serve to reinforce 

the urgency of the Uyghur situation, underlining the necessity of giving help to 

Guantanamo inmates originating from China. Most parliamentarians in favor of 

granting asylum to the Uyghurs point to the human rights situation in China, 

                                                
10 I would like to thank one of the anonymous referees for strengthening my elaboration here. See also 
Möller, ‘Germany and China: A Continental Temptation’. 
11 Interview with Green Party Parliamentarian Margarete Bause on March 9, 2010.  
12 Green Party, ‘Addicted to Freedom’. 
13 Interview with Green Party Parliamentarian Margarete Bause on March 9, 2010.  
14 Keck and Sikkink use the term “human dignity” rather than “human rights,” on the grounds that not 

all cultures have the same beliefs in human rights, but that most uphold human dignity. See Keck and 

Sikkink, Activists beyond Borders. 
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especially the human rights violations against minorities, as a reason to prevent the 

Uyghurs held in Guantanamo from being returned to China, where they might be 

exposed to torture or even execution.  

One could argue that German legislative discussions on the general human rights 

situation in China predate the introduction of Uyghur elements into legislative 

debates. Thus, it is hard to see a clear and strategic issue linkage between general 

human rights issues and the Uyghur issue. Activists, however, still profited from the 

relatively firmly established discourses on China’s human rights records as they 

introduced the Uyghur elements.  

Another notable example of issue linkage is the utilization of symbolic events, 

such as the Beijing Olympics, to raise the salience of the Uyghurs’ agenda. Beijing’s 

successful 2001 bid to host the 2008 Olympics gave Uyghur activists new 

momentum, spurred on by the opportunity to advance their interests and make their 

voices heard. While the Olympic Movement promotes the universal Olympic spirit of 

friendship, solidarity, and fair play, those in the opposition camp, such as Uyghur 

activists and their sympathizers in the German Green party, exposed the Chinese 

regime’s failure to live up to this spirit when it repeatedly violated human rights. By 

exposing the discrepancy between China’s promises to the Olympic spirit (and to the 

amelioration of human rights practices) and its actual performance, Uyghur activists 

sought to shame the Chinese government, and hoped that external pressures would 

push it to improve. As a part of this campaign, there was a public discussion 

organized by the Green party at the Bavarian State Parliament on April 29, 2008, 

where the president of the WUC, Rebiya Kadeer, General Secretary of Amnesty 

International in Germany Barbara Lochbihler, Green party Member of Parliament 

Margarete Bause, and others met to discuss why China did not deserve to host the 

Olympics.15 

Apart from participation in governmental discourse on this issue, on several 

occasions the WUC actually spearheaded the campaign. In April 2008, it hosted a 

training seminar in Berlin for Uyghur leaders around the world. Along with this event, 

it staged a protest in front of the Brandenburg Gate, calling for a boycott of the 

Olympics. The presence of Green party representatives at the setting (i.e., Ms. Frances 

Eqerer, representative of Bause) again demonstrates the cooperative relationship 

between the Uyghur diaspora and German parliamentarians.  

In 2001, when the International Olympic Committee (IOC) decided to let China 

stage the Olympics, the decision was set and was fairly unlikely to change. My point 

is not, then, about how Uyghur diasporic activists could actually create a boycott of 

the Beijing Olympics (the Beijing Olympics successfully took place in 2008!), but 

rather about how these actors perceived and capitalized on such a symbolic event to 

raise public awareness of the Uyghur cause.  

To summarize the role of the WUC in the Guantanamo Bay issue, however, WUC 

Spokesperson Alim Seytoff explained that whether the Uyghur inmates can be 

deported to new countries or not depends exclusively on the negotiation between the 

American government and the governments of the potential receiving countries. The 

WUC and its supporters can only try to raise public awareness and discussion on the 

issue,16 since the WUC does not have the power to affect the final outcome of where 

the Uyghur inmates can go. In Germany, despite Bause’s efforts in the legislature, the 

                                                
15  This information can be found at Margarete Bause’s website, http://www.margarete-bause.de 

(accessed February 2, 2011). 
16 Interview with an anonymous leader of the Australian Uyghur Association on November 5, 2010 

and interview with spokesperson of the World Uyghur Congress, Alim Seytoff, on April 7, 2011.  
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power of the Green Party in German politics is limited, so it is not easy for her to 

advance this cause. I will illuminate the limitations of German politics and executive 

concerns in the next section. 

 

Party politics and executive concerns 

Though German parliamentarians and Uyghur activists have linked the Uyghur issue 

to broader human rights issues, they have not been able to garner enough 

parliamentary support to see any bills passed in favor of the Uyghurs. It appears that 

the wholesome nature of an advocacy issue and the tactful play of issue linkage do not 

determine the success or failure of a campaign. As is often the case, party politics in 

Germany are determinant.  

 Pro-Uyghur arguments were mostly initiated by parties in opposition, not by 

ruling parties. This daring behavior could be the result of the freedom offered by 

having little to lose in siding with the Uyghurs; ruling parties appeared to have 

tremendous concerns over economic and political interests, and could not easily side 

with the Uyghurs. For instance, in Bavaria, the power of the Bavarian State 

Parliament is held by the Christian Social Union in Bavaria (Christlich-Soziale Union 

in Bayern e.V., CSU). The call to integrate Uyghur inmates into the Bavarian state 

was proposed by the opposition, however—namely, the Green Party and the SPD.17 

Margarete Bause has championed the Uyghur cause, but given the fact that the Green 

Party plays only a minor role in the Bavarian State Parliament (with 19 seats, as 

opposed to the 92 seats of the ruling party), making her a minority voice in a regional 

parliament. In sum, the CSU has been fairly dominant at the regional level; the 

opposition parties are relatively powerless in terms of pushing forward pro-Uyghur 

bills.    

One reason for opposition to welcoming the Uyghur prisoners is that members of 

the CSU are afraid that the inmates kept in Guantanamo are not innocent. Although 

the U.S. federal courts did rule that the 22 Uyghur detainees posed no tangible threats 

to the U.S., whether these inmates were radicalized during their stay at the 

Guantanamo prison is a concern. The majority of the CSU does not want to risk any 

threat to Bavarian or German national security. The Bavarian minister of interior, 

Joachim Herrmann, has also expressed wishes to first clarify whether the intake of 

inmates could invite danger for the people living in Bavaria specifically and in 

Germany in general.18   

The documented legislative debates also reveal a disagreement among Bavarian 

parliamentarians regarding who shall assume responsibility for the Uyghur inmates. 

Some CSU members place the emphasis on the fact that Washington is primarily 

responsible for solving the Guantanamo issue, and for the rehabilitation and 

compensation of the inmates.  

At the federal level, the CDU and SPD had previously formed a government 

coalition (2005-2009). These two ruling parties appeared to be more cautious than the 

opposition parties regarding this issue.19 For instance, in early 2009, the then-foreign 

                                                
17 See records in the Bavarian State Parliament, 16th period, protocol, priority requests 16/317, 16/340, 

16/346, 16/1262 and 16/1264. 
18  Spiegel Online, ‘Will Germany Take Guantanamo Detainees? A Worrying Wish List from 

Washington’.  
19 Another good example of the impact of party politics lies in the SPD’s different positions towards 

the Uyghur demands at the regional level of Bavaria and at the federal level between 2005 and 2009. 

At the Bavarian level, the SPD was an opposition and was more daring in terms of favoring the intake 
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minister, Frank-Walter Steinmeier (SPD), said publicly that Germany would respond 

to such requests “only once they [had] been made.”20  

Later in 2009, such requests had been indeed made by the American government. 

The then-interior minister, Wolfgang Schäuble (CDU), was one of the main 

opponents at the federal level of admitting Uyghur Guantanamo detainees. Not only 

was he worried about national security, but he also did not see a legal foundation for 

accepting the Uyghurs. Interestingly, Steinmeier, who at that time was running for the 

German Chancellorship, spoke in favor of accepting Guantanamo inmates. This could 

be seen as a strategic act to attract voters, and also manifests the importance of party 

politics.  

Since 2009, there has been a new government formed by the CDU and the 

Liberals (Freie Demokratische Partei, FDP). The SPD is no longer in the ruling 

coalition with the CDU. When the Liberals were still in the opposition, they used to 

vote with the oppositional Greens to support the protection of minority rights in 

China, with a special focus on the Uyghurs and Tibetans.21 When it comes to the 

specific issue of receiving Uyghur Guantanamo inmates, however, the Liberals were 

not in favor, due to the fact that they saw the U.S. as being in charge of 

indemnification. They argue that Washington needs to find solutions for the injustice 

that has taken place in Guantanamo. After becoming part of the ruling coalition in 

2009, the Liberals also appear to refrain from touching upon this issue of accepting 

Uyghur inmates.   

 

Conclusion 

The German example showcases well the fact that the Uyghur diaspora’s success lies 

in being able to find sympathetic parliamentarians to echo their views in legislative 

debates. There are many factors leading to a particular parliamentarian’s championing 

of an interest group’s cause. Margarete Bause is the most active parliamentarian in 

Germany to advocate for the Uyghurs. Legislators care mostly about constituents’ 

positions, because this is a vital component in their electoral success. In Bause’s case, 

however, it was her personal experience with the Chinese government that led her to 

formulate a strong preference for siding with the Uyghurs. 

Uyghur activists, however, have not been able to cooperate with most domestic 

actors, such as heavyweights in the executive branch, who could have the potential to 

change Germany’s policy in this regard. Uyghurs are constrained by the broader 

political institutional arrangement in Germany, which makes them unlikely to be 

successful in convincing Germany to accept Uyghur inmates.  
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of Uyghur inmates, whereas at the federal level, the SPD was the key coalition member of the 

government (2005-2009) and had to stand with its CDP partners to oppose this agenda for fear of 

jeopardizing the well-being of national security. This phenomenon is quite normal in the federal system 

of Germany.  
20 See parliamentary record at the federal level, protocol 16/11, February 4, 2009, p.42. 
21 See parliamentary records at the federal level, reports on the request from the committee for human 

rights and humanitarian aid, February 13, 2009, N° 16/11980. 
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